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Unrivalled Personalised Caller Experience

First Call Resolution

Automated, Payment Solution (PCI compliant)

Provide Caller Details to Staff prior to call connection

Seamless Out of Hours & Emergency Call Process

Eliminate Queues & Call-Drops

Specialising in new luxury developments, our client is a high-end residential lettings, sales

and property management company. 

Managing over 3,000 premium properties in London, the company has negotiated in

excess of £5000m of sales and over 18,000 tenancies.

Beginning their journey in 2000 with just 1 London office and 3 staff members, the

company has seen a remarkable, rapid growth. 

Employing more than 120 people, the company now has 12 offices located around London

and has expanded internationally into Hong Kong, Singapore & South Africa.

The company is now one of the UK’s leading privately owned estate agencies.

Our client’s main goal is to put their customer first. Aiming to exceed expectations and

improve their service, our client’s main goal is to put their customers first.

In doing this, they hope to build new relationships, create and maintain trust with all

customers, continue to expand their business and operate a company that they are all

proud of.
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They face challenges with their customer service over the phone. With one main

contact number they find it difficult routing their customers to the correct

account manager (AM). This means many issues aren’t resolved during the initial

call. 

All calls go through a switchboard. The first few minutes of the call is spent

asking for the customer’s details, property information and the name and office

location of their allocated AM.

The receptionist then transfers the call to the AM and the customer has to

repeat the information. If the AM is away from their desk, the call gets routed

back to the switchboard. They then try to transfer the call to a colleague in the

same office. Each AM’s extension is dialled and rings a minimum of 6 rings

before trying the next. If there isn’t anyone at their desks, the receptionist has to

repeat the process with the AM’s mobile numbers. All-the-while, the customer is

kept on-hold waiting to be connected.

There’s no personalisation as there’s no way to distinguish between tenants,

landlords or contractors. So each caller’s asked the same questions and routed

accordingly. Regardless of whether they call many times or it’s their first call.

And irrespective of whether their account’s in arrears or not.

If a customer calls out of hours, there’s no emergency process or voicemail

service in place. The call is routed to any available member of staff, with no

knowledge of the customer or their property. They have to source emergency

contact details and notify the correct contractor or the emergency services.

C H A L L E N G E S
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PERSONALISED GREETING

Our solution utilises the company’s caller data. By using their caller ID (CLI) the

application registers whether the caller’s a tenant, landlord or contractor. It

finds their name, property details, account manager (AM) and whether their

account is in arrears – all before the call connects. Dependent on the

information gathered, they’re given a dynamic menu specified to their needs.

By using the caller data collected, the application answers the call with the

highest level of personalisation, greeting each caller by name and referencing

the time of day. This eliminates queuing and reduces call times by removing the

initial questioning process. And improves customer service providing an

individual service to each caller.

If it’s a number which isn’t recognised, the customer is offered an open-dialog

menu which is navigated via speech. 

Customers can then choose to be put through to their AM, pay a balance or

report an emergency

W H A T  W E  D I D
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ACCOUNT MANAGER (AM) ROUTING 

If they choose to speak to their AM, the Speak2Dial application will source their details

from the customer database. The AM’s extension is automatically dialled and connects

the customer quickly and seamlessly. Eliminating the need for switchboards and being

kept on hold whilst trying to locate the correct AM.

The account managers will hear a whisper through their telephone to announce the

name of the customer that’s about to be transferred to them and their address.

This prepares the account manager and allows a seamless, natural, personalised service

every time.

If the caller is unknown they can provide the address of the property they’re interested

in and will be routed to the appropriate branch. This improves the sales process and

gives a professional impression before even talking to a member of the sales team.

OUT OF HOURS MESSAGES

If a customer calls outside trading hours, their account manager (AM) is sent a

voicemail (if the customer leaves one) or an automated message to inform them of the

call. They will also receive an email with the wav file of the call. This ensures every

customer can receive a call back as soon as their AM is available.

W H A T  W E  D I D
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PAYMENTS

If a customer is in arrears they’re given the option to pay. If they say yes, they’re taken

to Logicall Payments, our automated payment application. It’s fully PCI compliant and

speech-enabled, guiding customers through using prompts just as an Agent would.

This removes the stigma associated with paying overdue accounts with a live Agent. 

They can make a one-off payment, part-payment or regular payments, all without the

need to speak to a member of staff. Confirmation of the payment is sent instantly by

email and text message to the customer. An email is also sent to their AM to notify of

the payment. This improves customer’s trust in the company.

If they say no, their AM is notified of their account status and mentioned in the

whisper before the call is connected.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

If a customer’s reporting an emergency, the application will ask what the emergency

is (e.g., gas leak, water pipes burst etc). Using the list of approved contractors and the

address of the customer’s property, the application will source the appropriate

contractor. The customer’s automatically transferred to the third party contractor in

the same call. This ensures issues are resolved during the initial call.

W H A T  W E  D I D
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SCREENPOPS

Each account manager will have screen pops which activate when their customer calls. The

customer file will appear on their computer before the call is transferred to them.  They have

all the information required to offer the customer the best service during their call.

AUTOMATIC FILE UPDATE

Each call the customer makes will be automatically added to their file. If any additional

notes are required the account manager (AM) can enter them manually using the screen-

pop. This ensures the AM knows how many times the customer has called, the issues they’ve

had, whether their account is in arrears and they can adjust their customer service approach

accordingly.

HR SYSTEM

By linking to the company’s HR system, the application can determine if the account

manager (AM) is in work.  If they have a scheduled holiday or have a sick-day, the application

will inform the customer and transfer them to an available AM – who will have all the

information about the customer to-hand, thanks to a screen-pop.

If the AM is on-duty, but not at their desk, the call is routed straight to their mobile phone or

another team member (TM). The whisper the TM hears provides the customer’s name and

the name of their AM. This improves the caller experience and ensures first-call resolution

every time.

W H A T  W E  D I D
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We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that

makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service

applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service

costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,

sms.

From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our

solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that

exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house

development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI

technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,

on-premises: any way our clients want it.

We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local

approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in

exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

LET'S CONNECT CALL US ON 0333 566 0000


